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ABSTRACT 
A bifurcation problem for the inequality 
{ 
U(t) EK 
(U(t) - AAU(t) - G(.X, U(t)), V - U(t)) ~ 0 for all V E K, a.a. t E [O, T) 
is considered, where K is a closed convex cone in lR. 3 , AA a real 3 x 3 matrix, .X a real parameter, 
G a small perturbation. We investigate small periodic solutions bifurcating at .Ao from the 
branch of trivial solutions and corresponding to parameters .X for which the trivial solution is 
unstable. It is proved that these solutions are stable or they are contained in a certain attracting 
set AA if zero is stable as the solution of our inequality with .X = .Ao. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a closed convex cone with its vertex at the origin in lR. 3, AA a real 3 X 3 matrix, 
.X a real parameter, G a small perturbation (precisely see assumptions below). Consider the 
inequality 
(I) { 
U(t) EK 
(U(t) - AAU(t) - G(.X, U(t)), V - U(t)) ~ 0 for all VE K, a.a. t E [O, T). 
It is proved in [2), [3), [5) that under certain assumptions there exists a bifurcation point .Ao 
of (I) at which periodic solutions of (I) bifurcate from the branch of trivial solutions. While 
an elementary approach based on geometrical ideas is used in [2) for inequalities in lR. 3 , more 
complicated methods describing the situation in Rn are given in [3), [5). 
The aim of this paper is to show that in some cases the bifurcating solutions lying in the 
domain of instability of the trivial solution are stable in a certain sense. We shall consider a 
situation when the trivial solution of the linearized inequality 
(LI) { 
U(t) EK 
(U(t) - AAU(t), V - U(t)) ~ 0 for all VE K, a.a. t ~ 0 
losses its stability at .X0 (the assumption ( .X+) below) and zero is attracting for (I) with .X = ).0 
(the asumption (A)). We shall show that if there is unique .small (nontrivial) periodic solution 
of (I) for a given .X lying in the domain of instability of the trivial solution of (LI) (and close 
to .X 0 ) then this unique solution is asymptotically stable (Theorem 1.1). This is a certain 
analogy of the situation in case of the classical Hopf bifurcation for equations (see e.g. [4], [6]). 
Unfortunately, the set of bifurcating solutions can be more complicated. In the general case, 
bifurcating periodic solutions are contained in a certain attracting set AA (Theorem 1.2) which 
can be described precisely in some special situations (Remark 1.4). In fact, our assumptions do 
not guarantee the existence of bifurcating solutions near .X0 , but they can be supplemented such 
that Ao is really a bifurcation point (Section 2). 
This investigation was initiated during the author's month's stay in !AAS, Berlin. The author would like to 
express his thanks to Dr. K. R. Schneider for this fruitfull stay and for stimulating discussions. 
Typeset by AMS-'!EX 
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1. MAIN RESULTS 
Notation 1.1. 
3 
(U, V) = 2: UiVi, IUl2 = (U, U) for U = [u1, u2, u3], V = [v1, v2, v3), 
i=l 
Wi(.X) - eigenvectors of A>.., W1 ,2(A) = U1(A) ± iU2(A), W3(.X) = U3(A) with Uj(A) E JR!. 3 (j = 
1, 2, 3), 
U>..(·, V), Uo,>..(·, V) - the. solution of (I), (LI), respectively, (i.e. the absolutely continuous 
function satisfying (I) or(LI)) with the initial condition V for t = 0, 
x{(-, V) - the coordinates of U>..(·, V) with respect to U;(A), 
S>.. = Lin{U3(A)}, 
3 . 
P>.. V = xl(V)U1(A) +x~(V)U2 (A) for any V = :E xi(V)Uj(A) (the projection onto the plane 
j=l 
Lin{U1, (A), U2(A)}) 
P>..( ·, V), <p>..( ·, V) - continuous functions defined by 
P>..U>..(t, V) = P>..(t, V)[cos(cpv - <p>..(t, V))U1(A) + sin(cpv - <p>..(t, V))U2(A)] 
fort E [O, t0 ) if U>..(t, V) ~ S>.. on [O, t0 ), where <pv satisfies 
(i.e. polar coordinates of U>..(t, V) but with the angle measured from the ray given by V), 
Po,>..(-, V),<po,>..(·, V) are defined analogously but by using Uo,>..(·, V) instead of U>..(·, V), 
t>..(V) = inf{t0 ; U>..(t, V) ~ S>.. fort E [O,t0],<p>..(to, V) = 27r}, 
to,>..(V) = inf{to; Uo,>..(t, V) ~ S>.. fort E [O, to], <po,>..( to, V) = 27r}, 
t~(V) = inf{to; U>..(t, V) ~ S>.. fort E [O,to],<p>..(to, V) = 2k7r}, 
3 (V) 3 
9>.(V) = ,j x>. for VE llf.3 \S>., V = "x{(V)U;(A). 
(xl(V))2 + (xi(V))2 ~ 
We shall consider a fixed Ao such that the eigenvalues µ1(A),µ2(A),µ3(A) and the correspond-
ing eigenvectors W1(A), W2(A), W3(A) of A>.. depend continuously on A E [.X0 , Ao+ .s) (for some 
e > 0) and satisfy the following assumptions: 
Particularly, it follows from (µ) that the solutions of the equation U(t) = A>..U(t) circulate 
around the axis U3(.X) (with the exception of those·starting at this axis). 
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Further, we shall suppose that for any fixed A, our cone K can be described by a finite number 
N of functions J1 as follows (cf: [2]): 
(K) 
for any A E [Ao, Ao + e] there are continuous convex functions f 1 : IR 2 --+ R (j ~ 1, ... , N) 
continuously differentiable on R 2 \ [O, OJ such t~at Ji(rxi, rx2) = r Ji(xi, x2) 
for all r > 0, [x1, x2] E R2, 
3 . 
K = {U = L: XiUi(A); X3 ~ n(x1, x2),j = 1, .. ., N} for any A E [Ao, Ao+ e], 
i=l 
3 
K-:/= {U = L: xiUi(A); x3 ~ O} for any A E [Ao, Ao+ e], 
i=l 
for any V E K, V-:/= 0, A E [Ao, Ao+ e] there is a pair of indices 1 ~ k .~ j ~ N 
and a neighbourhood U (V) of V such that 
U(V) n K = {U E U(V); 
3 . 
u = L: XiUi(A), X3 ~ Jf(x1, x2), X3 ~ n(x1, x2)} for A E [Ao, Ao+ e). 
i=l 
(The last condition means that in a neighbourhood of a given point, K can be described by. one 
or two functions.) 
It will be always supposed that the nonlinearity G satisfies the conditions 
(G) lim IG(tr)I = 0 uillformly for >. E [>.o, >.o + e], 
IUl-+O U 
(L) { 
for any R > 0 there exists C > 0 such that 
IG(A, U1) - G(A, U2)I ~ CIU1 - U2I for all A E [Ao, Ao+ e], IU1I, IU2I ~ R. 
We shall assume that it is possible to choose V.x such that 
(V) { 
V.x E 8K, IV.xi= l,g.x(V.x) = max g.x(V) for all A E [Ao, Ao+ c:], 
O#VE8K 
V.x depend continuously on A E [Ao, Ao+ e]. 
Notice that for any fixed A E [Ao, Ao + e], there exists always at least one V.x satisfying the 
conditions from the first line of (V). This V.x represents the ray in BK which is the closest one 
to S.x with respect to the inner product 
3 3 3 
(U, V) >. = :E x{(U)x{(V) for U = :E x{(U)Uj(A), V = :E x{(V)Uj(A). 
j=l j=l j=l 
Hence, (V) is fulfilled automatically if the eigenvectors are independent of A. But in the general 
case, the continuity condition need not to be fulfilled. 
Further, we shall suppose that the solutions of the linearized inequality (LI) circulate around 
the axis U3 (A) for A E [Ao, Ao + c:], there is a periodic solution of (LI) for A = Ao, the trivial 
solution of (I) for A = Ao is asymptotically stable and the trivial solution of (LI) for A E 
(Ao, Ao + c:] is unstable. Precisely, we demand 
(.Xo) 
Uo,.x 0 (-, V.x 0 ) is periodic , to,>.(V) <To for all VE 8K, A E [Ao, Ao+ e] (with some T0 > 0), 
4 
lim IUo >.(t, V>.)I = +oo for all A E (Ao, Ao+ c], 
t--t-00 I 
(A) there is R > 0 such that lim IU >. 0 (t, V) I = 0 for all V E K, IVI -< R. t--1-+oo 
Remark 1.1. Particularly, it follows from (K) that U3(A) E intK for all A E [Ao, Ao+s]. Recall 
that if U>.(t, V) E intK for all t E (ti, t2) then U>.(., V) is simultaneously a solution of the 
equation 
(1.1) U(t) - A>.U(t) - G(A, U(t)) = o 
on this interval. Hence, it follows from (µ) that there is p0 > 0 such that any solution of (I) with 
A E [Ao, Ao+ c] and an initial condition V E K, IVI < Po circulates around U3(A) as long as it 
lies in intK and it intersects 8K after some time. For the linearized equation U(t)-A>. U(t) = 0 
, this follows from the explicit form of solutions expressed by µj(A), Uj(A), the behaviour of 
solutions of (1.1) is similar on a small neigbourhood of the origin under the assumption (G). 
Remark 1.2. It is easy to see that if (Ao) is fulfilled then the assumption (.A+) is equivalent to 
Remark 1.3. It will follow from Consequence 3.2 below that for the investigation of stability, 
it is sufficient to consider only periodic solutions starting at TV>,, T E (0, po) because any periodic 
solution with a sufficiently small initial condition must intersect such a point. Further, it will 
follow from Consequence 3.2 that any periodic solution U>.(., TV>.) with TE (0, po), A E (Ao, Ao+c] 
must satisfy 
U>.(t~(TV>.), TV>.)= rV>. 
with some k E N. Particularly, t>.(V>.) is finite if U>.(., rV>.) is periodic. 
Theorem 1.1. Let the assumptions (µ), (K), (G), (L), (V), (Ao), (A+), (A) be fulfilled. Then 
there exist Po > 0, co > 0 with the following property: 
If for some A E (Ao, Ao+ co) there exists precisely one T>. E (O,po) such that U>.(-,T>.V>.) is 
periodic then this solution is asymptotically stable. Further, 
(1.3) if V E K, U>.(t, V) = sV>. with some t ~ 0, s E (0, Po) then 
lim dist(U>.(t, V), A>.)= 0, 
t--1-+oo 
where A>. = {W; W = U>.(t, T>. V>.), t ~ 0}. 
Notation 1.2. Let po > 0 be given. Introduce the following numbers (depending on po) and 
the set of all w-limit points of all solutions U>.(·,rV>.),r E [6,P>.]: 
e_>. = inf { T E ( 0, Po); U >.(., T Vi) is periodic } , 
P>. = sup{r E (O,po); U>.(·,rV>.) is periodic}, 
A>. = {W; W = n~1!i U>.(tn, rV>.) for some tn--+ +oo, r E [6, P>.H· 
We shall say that A>. is attracting if there is a neighbourhood U of A>. such that 
lim dist(U>.(t, V), A>.)= 0 for all VE U. 
t--1-+oo 
(Of course, under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, the set A>.. coincides with that introduced 
above.) 
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Remark 1.4. If U>.(t>.(rV>.),rV>.) = rV>. for any periodic solution U>.(·,rV>.) with r E (O,po) ( 
i.e. if any periodic solution U>.(·,rV>.) with r E (O,p0 ) has the period t>,(rV>.)) then A>. consists 
of all periodic trajectories U>.(·,rV>.), r E (O,po). (In this case U>.(·,f!...xV>.), U>.(:>P>.V>.) are 
periodic.) For the proof of this assertion, similar ideas as those leading to the proof of Theorem 
1.2 below can be used. Unfortunately, it is not clear how to show when this situation really 
occurs. 
Theorem 1.2. Let the assumptions (µ),(K),(G),(L),(V),(Ao),(A+),(A) be fulfilled. Then 
there exist p0 > 0, co > 0 with the following property: 
If for some A E (Ao, Ao + co) there is at least one periodic solution U >. ( ·, r V>.) with r E ( 0, Po) 
then 0 < [!_>. ~ p >. < Po and the set A>. is attracting. Further, 
(1.4) 
if VE K, U>.(t, V) = sV>. with some t 2: O,s E (O,p0 ) then lim dist(U>.(t, V),A>.) = 0. t-+oo 
Remark 1.5. The statements of Theorems 1.1, 1.2 remain valid if we replace [Ao, Ao+ c] and 
(Ao, Ao + co) by {Ao - c, Ao] and (Ao - co, Ao) in all assumptions as well as in the assertions. 
Remark 1.6. Denote by TK(U) the contingent cone to Kat a point U E K, i.e. 
TK(U) = LJ LJ h(V - U). 
h>O VEK 
For any U E K, W E R.3 , denote by PuW the projection of W onto TK(U), i.e. the unique 
element from TK( U) satisfying 
IPuW - WI = min IZ - w1. 
ZETx(U) 
It is known (see [1]) that an absolutely continuous function U : [O, T) ~ K is a solution of (I) 
if and only if 
U(t) = Pu(t) (A>.U(t) + G(A, U(t)) for a.a. t E [O, T). 
Further, any solution of (I) is right differentiable and its right derivative is right continuous in 
[O, T) (see [7]). Particularly, the last equation holds for all t E [O, T) if U(t) is understood as the 
right derivative. 
2. RELATION TO THE EXISTENCE RESULT 
Suppose that 
(U) Uj(A) = Uj are independent of A 
and recall Theorem 1 from [2], where (U) is supposed and therefore also g = 9>. is independent 
of A. Let V0 be such that 
Vo E BK, !Vol = 1, g(Vo) = max g(V). o:;tveaK 
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Theorem 2.1. (See [2], Theorem 1.) Let (U) be fulfilled. Suppose that Ai < A2 are such that 
(2.1) to,>.(Vo) < +oo for Ai s X s· A2, 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
a(A) > µJ(A),{3(A) > 0 for Ai SAS A2, 
IUo,>.(to,>.(Vo), Vo)I <!Vol(= 1) for A= Ai, 
IUo,.x(to,>.(Vo), Vo)I > !Vol for A= A2· 
Then for any sufficiently small r > 0 there exists A E (Ai, A2) such that U >. ( ·, r V0 ) is a periodic 
solution of (I). There is at least one bifurcation point AJ E (Ai, A2 ) in which periodic solutions 
of (I) bifurcate from the branch of trivial solutions. 
Remark 2.1. The assertion of Theorem 2.1 remains valid if we replace the assumption (U) 
by (V). In this case, it is possible to repeat all considerations from the proof of Theorem 1 in 
[2]. Of course, it is necessary to replace the fixed v from (8) in [2] by Vi, and to reformulate all 
Lemmas and Remarks used. But all proofs remain without any essential change. 
If the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 or 1.2 are fulfilled and 
IUo,>.(to,>.(Vo), Vo)I < !Vol for A E (Ao - c, Ao) 
then it follows from Theorem 2.1 and Remark 2.1 that periodic solutions of (I) bifurcate from 
the branch of trivial solutions at Ao. Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 ensure that if these bifurcating 
solutions lie on the right of Ao then they are asymptotically stable or the corresponding set A>. 
is attracting. Notice that in [2], there are given sufficient conditions under which the assumptions 
of Theorem 2.1 are fulfilled and there is also an example for which the theory can be applied. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. 
In the following Lemmas, we shall always suppose that(µ), (K), (G), (L), (V), (Ao), (A+), (A) 
are fulfilled. We set T = 2T0 (with the exception of Lemma 3.1), where To is from (A0 ). 
Lemma 3.1. For any T > 0 there exists Po > 0 such that the solution U>.( ·, V) exists on 
[O, T+ 1) for any A E [Ao, Ao+ s], VE K, IVI S Po and that the following conditions are fulfilled 
for any An E [Ao, Ao+ c), Vn E K, IVnl <po, An~ A, Vn ~ V: 
(3.1) U>.,.(·, Vn) ~ U>.(-, V) in C([O, T]), 
(3.2) if U>.(t, V) ~ S>.. fort E [O,T] then <p>....(·, Vn) ~ 'P>..(., V) in C([O,T]), 
(3.3) if V ~ S>., t>..(V) < T, <P>..(t>..(V), V) > 0 then t.\,.(Vn) ~ t.x(V). 
Further, let An E [Ao, Ao+ c], Vn E K,An ~ A,0 "f; IVnl ~ 0, 1 ~: 1 ~ W, let T > 0 be arbitrary. 
Then 
(3.4) 
U>.(-,Vn) ( )' ([ ]) IVnl ~ Uo,>. ·, W m C O,T , 
(3.5) 
if W ~ S>. then 'P>.,. ( ·, Vn) ~ <po,>.(·, W) in C([O, T]), 
(3.6) 
if W ~ S>., to,>.(W) < +oo and <Po,>.(to,>.(W), W) > 0 then t>.,. (Vn) ~ to,>.(W). 
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Proof. For the case of U; independent of .A see [5], Lemma 2.1, Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and Conse-
quence 2.2, for the general case see [3]. (See also Remark 2.1.) 
Lemma 3.2. Let .A E JR, VE K \ S. Then 
(3.7) Uo,>.(t, V) ~ S for all t ~ 0, 
(3.8) if cpo,>.(to, V)::; 0 for some to~ 0 then cpo,>.(t, V)::; 0 for all t ~to. 
Proof. See [2], Lemma 2. Note that the independence of the eigenvectors of .A considered in [2) 
plays no role here because we consider a fixed .A. (See also Remark 2.1.) 
Lemma 3.3. There exists Po > 0 such that 
if .A E [.Ao, .Ao + e], V E K\S>., IVI < po,g(V) ::; g(Vi) then g(U>.(t, V)) ::; g(V>.) for all 
t E [O, T], 
if .A E [.A0 , .Ao+ e], VE K\S>., g(V) ::; g(V>.) then g(Uo,>.(t, V))::; g(V>.) for all t ~ 0. 
Particularly, if r E (0, p0 ), .A E [.Ao, .A0 + e], t>.(rV>.) < +oo then U>.(t>.(rV>.), rV>.) = sV>. with 
some s > 0. If to,>.(V>.) < +oo then Uo,>.(to,>.(V>.), V>.) = sV>. with some s > 0. 
Proof. See [2], Lemma 3 and Remark 2.1. 
Consequence 3.1. There exists po > 0 such that 
(3.9) cpo,>. (to,>.(V>.), V>.) > 0 for all .A E [.Ao, .Ao+ e], 
( 3 .10) cp >. ( 0, r V>.) > 0 for all .A E [.Ao , .Ao + e], r E ( 0, Po], 
(3.11) t>.(rV>.) < T, cp>.(t>.(rV>.),rV>.) > 0 for all .A E [.A0 ,.Ao +e], r E (O,po]. 
Proof. (Cf. also parts II, III, V of the proof of Theorem 1 in [2].) It follows from the assumtion 
(.Ao) and (3.8) from Lemma 3.2 that 
cpo,>.(0, V>.) > 0 for all .A E [.Ao, .Ao+ e]. 
Further, it follows from Lemma 3.3 that 
. Uo,>. (to,>.(V>.), V>.) = k(.A)V>. for all .A E [.Ao, .Ao+ e] 
with some k(.A) > 0. Hence, 
cpo,>.(to,>.(V>.), V>.) = cpo,>.(0, k(.A)V>.) = cpo,>.(0, V>.) > 0 for all .A E [.Ao, .Ao+ e], 
i.e. (3.9) holds. 
Suppose that (3.10) in not true, i.e. there exists An E [.Ao, .A0 + e], Tn > 0 such that An -t .A, 
Tn -t 0, 
cp>...(0,rnV>.J::; 0. 
Remark 1.6 together with (G) and the fact that the cones TK(V>.), TK(rV>.) coincide, imply 
1 . 1 
-U >. (0, Tn V>. ) = -Pr v, · (A>. Tn V>. + G(.An, Tn V>. )) = Tn ,.,... ,... Tn ,... "'"' ,... ,... ,. 
= Pv,. (A>.. V>.. + r~ G(>.n,rnV>..)--> Pv,A>.VA = zi>.,o(O, V>.)· 
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If follows also <P>...,. (0, Tn V>...,.) --+ <P>..,o(O, V>..) and we obtain <Po,>..(0, V>..) ~ 0 which contradicts (3.9) 
and (3.10) is proved. 
Suppose that (3.11) is not true. Then there exist An E [.Ao, .Ao+ c], Tn '\. 0 such that at least 
one of the inequalities in (3.11) is not fulfilled for T = Tn· But it follows from (.Ao), (3.10) and 
(3.6) in Lemma 3.1 that t>...,. ( Tn V>.J < T for Tn small enough and therefore 
<P>......(t>..,.(TnV>..J,TnV>..J ~ 0. 
We have U>.(t,O) = 0 for all t ~ 0 and Lemma 3.1 implies U>......(t>...(TnV>.J,TnV>.J--+ 0. We can 
write U>....(t>...,.(TnV>..J,TnV>.J = k(>.n,Tn)V>..,. by Lemma 3.3 again and it follows k(.An,Tn)--+ 0. 
Hence, we obtain 
0 ~ cp>,..(t>..,. ( Tn V>,.,.), Tn V>..J = cp>,.,.(0, k(.An, Tn)V>..J 
which contradicts (3.10). 
Remark 3.1. Let Ti, T2 E (0, Po), 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
IU>..(t>..(T1 V>..), Ti V>..)I ~Ti, 
IU>..(t>..(T2 Vi), T2 V>.)I ~ T2 
for some >. E [.Ao, >.0 + co]. Then there exists T lying in the closed interval I bounded by Ti, T2 
and such that U>..(t>..(rV>,),rV>..) =TV>., i.e. U>..(·,TV>..) is periodic. Indeed, the function h(r) = 
IU>..(t>..(rV>..), TV>..)I is continuous on I by Lemma 3.1, Consequence 3.1 and h(r1) ~Ti, h(r2) :S; r2. 
It follows that h( r) = T for some r E J. 
Remark 3.2. For any>. E (>.0 , >.0 + c] there exists p~ such that 
IU>..(t>..(TV>..),TV>..)I > T for all TE (O,p1). 
Indeed, otherwise Tn '\. 0 would exist such that r~ 1 IU >..(t>..( Tn V>..), Tn V>..)I ~ 1 and the limiting 
process by using (3.4), (3.6) from Lemma 3.1 (and Consequence 3.1) would give 
IUo,>.(to,>..(V>..), V>..)I ~ 1 which contradicts the assumption (.A+) (see Remark 1.2). 
Lemma 3.4. There is Po > 0 such that 
(3.14) 
Further, if P1 E (0, Po) then there exists co > 0 such that 
(3.15) 
Proof. Let R be from the assumption (A). It follows from Lemma 3.1 and Consequence 3.1 
(by using the fact that U >..o ( ·, 0) = 0) that there exists p0 such that 
IU>. 0 (t>. 0 (rV>..o),rV>. 0 )I < R for all r E (O,po]. 
Suppose that there is Ti E (0, Po] satisfying (3.12) with >. = >.0 • Simultaneously, it follows 
from (A) that (3.13) holds for >. = >.0 with some r 2 > 0 small enough. Remark 3.1 ensures 
the existence of r E (T2,r1) C (O,po) such that U>..
0
(-,rV,x 0 ) is periodic which contradicts (A). 
Hence, (3.14) is proved. If (3.15) were not true then An, Tn would exist such that 
An'\. .Ao, Tn--+ TE [pi, po], IU>...(t,x.,.(TnV>.J, rnV>.JI ~ Tn. 
The limiting process by using (3.1),(3.3) (Lemma 3.1) and (3.11) (Conseque~ce 3.1) would give 
IU >.o (t >.o ( r V>.o)' r V>.o) I ~ T 
which is impossible by (3.14). 
Notation 3.1. 
T..>. = sup{r>. E (O,po); IU>.(t>.(rV>.),rV>.)I > r for all r E (0,r>.)}, 
T>. = inf{r>. E (O,po); IU>.(t>.(rV>.),rV>.)I < r for all r E (r>.,po)}. 
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Remark 3.3. We have !.>. > 0 for all A E [Ao, Ao+ c] by Remark 3.2. Further, if P1 E (0, po) 
and co is the corresponding number from Lemma 3.4 then f>. < P1 < po by Lemma 3.4 for 
A E [Ao, Ao+ co].· It follows from Lemma 3.1 and Consequence 3.1 that U>.(t>.(if>. V>,),T>. V>.) = 
T>. V>., U>.(t>.(!.>. V>.),!.>., V>.) = !.>. V>. and therefore f!..>. ~ !.>. ~ T>. ~ P>.· Of course, if there is only 
one periodic solution U>.(., rV>.) with r E (0, p0 ) for some A E [Ao, Ao+ co] as in the assumptions 
of Theorem 1.1 then f!..>. = !.>. = f >. = p >.. 
Remark 3.4. Setting successively V = 2U(t), V = 0, we obtain that any solution of (I) satisfies 
(U(t) - A>.U(t) - G(A, U(t)), U(t)) = 0. 
Remark 3.5. Let Po be from Lemma 3.1. If VE K, IVI f= 0, A E [Ao, Ao +c] then IU>.(t, V)I f= 0 
for all t E [O,T]. Indeed, if we set U(t) = U>.(t,V) then Remark 3.4implies ft(IU(t)l2).= 
2(U(t), U(t)) = 2(A>.U(t) + G(A, U(t)), U(t)) ~ -CIU(t)l2 for all t E [O, T], where C depends on 
max IU(t)l (see the assumption (L)). It follows IU(t)l2 ~ e-0 tlVl 2 for all t E [O, T]. 
tE[O,T] . 
Lemma 3.5. Let p0 be such that the assertions of the previous Lemmas hold. Then there 
exists P1 > 0 such that 
IU>.(t~(V), V)I < Po for all A E [.Xo, Ao+ e], VE K, IVI < P1 
where we denote t~(V) = min{t; t > 0, U>.(t, V) = rV>. with some r > O}. 
Proof. First, recall that t~ (V) is well-defined by Remark 1.1 and Lemma 3.3. Set 
It follows from Lemma 3.1 that there is p2 > 0 such that 
(3.16) if WE K, xi(W) < P2 then xi(t, W) < rpo for all t E [O, T]. 
Further, there is P1 > 0 such that if V E K, IVI < p1 then xt(V) < p2 and it follows from (µ) 
(see also Remark 1.1) that 
xi(t, V) < P2 for all t E [O,to) with to= min{t; U>.(t, V) E 8K}. 
Hence, (3.16) implies 
(3.17) xi(t, V) < rpo for all t E [O,to + T]. 
It follows from Consequence 3.1 and Lemma 3.3 that t~ (V) E [t0 , t0 + T] and therefore (3.17) 
together with the definition oft~ (V) and r imply 
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Consequence 3.2. Let p1 > 0 be from Lemma 3.5 and let Eo be the corresponding number 
from Lemma 3.4 such that (3.15) holds. Then it follows from Consequence 3.1, (3.15) from 
Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.5 that U>.(t~(rV>,), rV>.) is defined and IU>.(t~(rV>.), rV>.)I E (0, Po) for 
all r E (0, p0 ), k E N, A E [Ao, Ao+ co]. Further, U..\( ·, rV>.) with some A E [Ao, .\o +co), r E (0, po) 
is periodic if and only if U>.(t~(rV>.),rV>.) = rVi for some k EN. If U>.(·, V) is periodic and 
IVI is small enough then there is to > O, k E N such that U>.(to, V) = rV>., U>.(t~(rV>.), rV>.) = 
rV,>.. Indeed, U>..(ti, V) E 8K for some t1 > 0 according Remark 1.1, Lemma 3.3 ensures that 
U >. ( t0 , V) = r V>. for some to ~ 0, r E ( 0, Po) and the assertion follows. 
Lemma 3.6. Let p0 be such that the assertions of the previous Lemmas hold. Then 
(3.18) 
Proof. First, let us show that 
Indeed, otherwise An would exist such that 
(see Remark 3.3).The limiting process (by using Consequence 3.1 and (3.1), (3.3) from Lemma 
3.1) would give U>.. 0 (t>. 0 (rV>. 0 ), rV>..0 ) = rV>. 0 which constradicts Lemma 3.4. Further, sup-
pose that there are An such that An ~ Ao, P>..n ---+ p E (0, po]. It follows from the defi-
nition of P>. and Consequence 3.2 that there are also Tn ~ P>.n, Tn ---+ p, kn E N such that 
U>...(t~:, (rnV>.J, Tn V>.n) = Tn V>.n. We have 
and it follows that Tn could be chosen simultaneously such that there exist Sn < if>..,. satisfying 
But Sn ---+ 0 and therefore the left hand side in the last equation converges to zero by Consequence 
3.1 and Lemma 3.1 while the right hand side tends to pV>. -:/:- 0 which is the contradiction. 
Lemma 3. 7. Let p0 be such that the assertions of the previous Lemmas hold. Then there 
exists co > 0 with the following property. If A E (Ao, Ao+ co] and there is r E (0, po) such that 
U >. ( ·, r V>.) is periodic then 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
0 < [!_>. ~ P>. < Po, 
IU >. ( t >. ( r V>.), r V>.) I > r for all r E ( 0, e_J, 
IU>.( t>.( r V>.), r V>.)I < r for all r E Cfi>.., po). 
Proof. Let Pi E (0, Po) be from Lemma 3.5, let co > 0 be such that (3.15) in Lemma 3.4 
holds. Suppose that e_>. = 0 for some .A E ( .A0 , Ao + co]. According Consequence 3.2, there exist 
Tn > O,kn EN, such that Tn ~ 0, U>.(t~"(rnV>.),rnV>.) = rnV>.. It follows from the definition 
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and positiveness of !.,x (see Remark 3.2) that Tn could be chosen simultaneously such that there 
are Sn satisfying 
We have Sn < Po by Lemma 3.5 and (3.15). Therefore we can suppose Sn ~ s > 0 . Hence, 
the left hand side in the last equation should tend to U,x(t,x(sV,x), sV,x) -:f. 0 by Consequence 3.1, 
Lemma 3.1 and Remark 3.5 while the right hand side tends to zero. This is the contradiction 
and 0 < f!_,x is proved. The remaining inequalities in (3.19) follow from the definition of f!_,x, P>. 
and from Lemma 3.6 for co small enough. The inequalities (3.20), (3.21) follow directly from 
Remark 3.3 and Notation 3.1. 
Lemma 3.8. There exists o > 0 such that t>.(rV,x) ~ 5 for all .A E [.A0 , .Ao+ c], r E (O,po]. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then there are An E [.Ao,.Ao + £], Tn E (O,p0 ] such that An--+ .A, 
Tn --+ r, t,xJrn V>.J --+ 0. Set tn = t>.Jrn V>.J, Un(t) = U,xJt, Tn V>.J. According Remark 3.4, 
we obtain 
First, let r > 0. Dividing the equations by tn, we obtain by the limiting process (by using (3.1) 
from Lemma 3.1) that 
It follows that U >. ( t, r V>.) = r V>. is a stationary solution of (I) which is impossible by Consequence 
3.1. If r = 0 then we can divide the above equations by rntn and use (3.4) from Lemma 3.1 to 
obtain 
0 ~ (A>. V,x, Z) for any Z E K, 0 = (A>. V,x, V>.) = 0. 
That means V>. is a stationary solution of (LI) which contradicts the assumption ( .A0 ). 
Lemma 3.9. Let po be such that the assertions of the previous Lemmas hold. Then 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. According Lemma 3.6, there exist An ~ .A0 , Tn ~ P>..,,, ~ 0, tn > 0 
such that 
(3.22) 
with some o > 0. It follows from Consequence 3.2 and Lemma 3.8 that there are kn such that 
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(see also Consequence 3.1). According Consequence 3.1 and Lemma 3.3, we can define s~ by 
We have Vn = U>...(t>. ... (s~~ V>.,..), s~" V>.J· Let us show that s~"' ~ 0 (fo.r n ~ +oo ). If fol-
lows from Lemma 3.1 and Consequence 3.1 that for any l > 0 there is To > 0 such that 
IU>.(t>.(TV;>.),TV>.)I < l for any TE (0,To), Lemma 3.6 ensures the existence of no such that 
P>. ... E (0,To) for n ~no. This together with (3.21) (Lemma 3.7) implies thats~< l for n ~no, 
j = 1, 2,.... But l > 0 was arbitrary and, particularly, s~"' ~ 0. Hence, it follows by using 
Consequence 3.1 and Lemma 3.1 that IVnl ~ 0 and therefore U>...(., Vn) ~ 0 in C([O, T]) by 
Lemma 3.1. This is the contradiction. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Consider a fixed small p0 such that all the assertions of Lemmas 
and Remarks given above hold. Let p1 be from Lemma 3.5, eo the corresponding number from 
Lemma 3.4 such that also the assertions of the other Lemmas and Remarks above hold. It 
follows from Lemma 3.9 and the definition of A>. that eo can be taken simultaneously such that 
(3.23) IVI < ~1 for all V E A>., A E (Ao, Ao+ eo]. 
Lemma 3.5 implies that 
IU>.(t~(V), V)I <po for all VE U.ei(A>.), A E (Ao, Ao+ eo], 
2 
where Uy(A>.) is the Lf--neighbourhood of A>., i.e. 
for any VE UE.i.(A>.),A E (Ao, Ao+ co] there is s E (O,po) such that U>.(t~(V), V) = sV>,. 
2 
Hence, the attractivity of A>. is a consequence of the assertion (1.4) of Theorem 1.2. Of course, 
if U>-.(to, V) =TV>. for some to ~ 0, TE (0, p0 ) then 
lim dist(U>.(t, V), A>.)= lim dist(U>.(t, TV>.), A>.)· Hence, for the proof of (1.4) it is sufficient 
t-++oo t-++oo 
to show that 
(3.24) lim dist(U>.(t, To V>.), A>.)= 0 for all To E (0, po), A E (Ao, Ao+ co]. 
t-++oo 
If this is not true for some r 0 then we have dist( U >-. ( tn, To V>., A>.) > 8 > 0 with some tn ~ +oo. 
In the case To E [e>-.'P>.], U>-.(tn,ToV>-.) are bounded by Lemma 3.9 and therefore we can suppose 
U>-.(tn, To V>-.) ~ W for some W. But then WE A>-. by the definition and this is the contradiction. 
Hence, it remains to prove (3.24) for To E (0, e) u Ch, Po). Consider a fixed To E (0, E!) u 
(p>., Po) and define Tn by the equations 
(3.25) 
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The sequence Tn is well defined by Consequence 3.2. We can suppose that C:o is such that P>. < Pl 
for .A E [.X0 , .X0 + c: 0 ] (see Lemma .3.6). Then we have Tn E (0, Po) by (3.21) from Lemma 3.7 and 
Lemma 3.5. Suppose without loss of generality that also 
(3.26) Tn E (0, e.J U ("p>., Po) for n = 0, 1, 2, .... 
We shall prove that 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
if Tn0 < !!.>. for some no then Tn > Tn0 for all n > no, 
if Tn0 > P>. for some no then Tn < Tn0 for all n > no. 
Suppose that (3.27) does not hold. Then it follows from (3.20) in Lemma 3.7 that we can 
find n0 , k such that 
(3.29) 
Set r. = inf {r; IU>.(t>.(rV>.), rV>.)I = !.>.}· The continuous dependence on initial condition (see 
Lemma 3.1) together with (3.29) imply 
(3.30) 
Then (3.29), (3.30) together with the periodicity of U>.(·,r.>.V>.) (Remark 3.3) imply 
IU>.(t~(rno V,x), Tn0 V>.)I < Tn0 , IU.x(t~(r.V>.),r.V>.)I = !.>. > r.. 
The function h(r) = IU>.(t~(rV>.),rV>.)I is defined and continuous on [r.,rn0 ] with respect to 
Consequence 3.2 and Lemma 3.1. The same considerations as in Remark 3.1 imply the existence 
of r E [r.,rn0 ] such that U>.(r~(rV>.),rV>.) = rV,x. That means U>.(·,rV,x) is periodic, r < 6. 
and this is the contradiction with the definition of!!.>.. The implication (3.28) can be proved 
analogously (by changing the sign in all inequalities discussed and replacing f!..>. and inf by p >. 
and sup, respectively). 
Denote by {s~} and {s~} the subsequence of {rn} of all Tn E (0,e_J and Tn E (p,x,po), 
respectively. It follows from (3.26) that {rn} = {s~} U {s~} and (3.27), (3.28) ensure that 
(3.31) { s~} is increasing , { s!} is decreasing . 
Hence, 
(3.32) s~ /' s1 and s! "\. s2 if { s~} is infinite and { s!} is infinite, respectively . 
Suppose for a moment that 
(3.33) s1 = l!.,x if { s~} is infinite and s2 = P>. if { s~} is infinite, respectively . 
First, suppose that {s~} is infinite, s1 = l!.,x and {s~} is finite. Then 
s~ = rk+n for n ~no( with some n0 , k) 
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and the limiting proces in (3.25) gives 
u >- ( t >- (e>- v>-, e>-v>-) = e>. v>-. 
It follows from Lemma 3.1 that U >.(., s~ V>.) -+ U >.( ·, e>. V>.) in C([O, T]) and th.erefore 
lim IU>.(t, ro V>.) - U>.(t, p, V>.)I = 0. 
t-++oo -I'\ 
Simultaneously U>.(t,e_>.V>.) EA>. for all t ~ 0 because of U>.(.,6V>.) is periodic. Hence, the 
equality in (3.24) holds. (Note that in this case s1 = e_>. = .L.>.) Analogously we obtain 
lim IU>.(t,roV>.)- U>.(t,p>.V>.)I = 0, U>.(t,P>.Vi .. ) EA>. for all t ~ 0 
t-++oo 
if {s~} is finite, {s~} is infinite, s2 = 'h· (In this case s2 = P>. = T>..) Further, sup-
pose that both { sD, { .s~} are infinite and (3.33) holds. Then there exist increasing sequences 
{kn}, { ln}, { mn}, {Pn} of indices such that 
(3.34) 
and the limiting process by Lemma 3.1 gives 
(3.35) 
that means 
U >. (ti (e_>. V>.), e>. V>.) = e.>. V>.. 
Hence, U >.(., e>. V>.) is periodic with the period t~ (e_>. V>.) and therefore 
U >. ( t, e>. V>.) E A>. for all t ~ 0. 
(In this case s 1 = e>. = .L.>., s2 = T). = P>.)· Now, the equality in (3.24) follows by the limiting 
process from (3.34), (3.35) siII).ilarly as in the former situations. 
Hence, for the proof of (3.24) it remains to show that (3.33) holds. First, suppose that {s~} 
is infinite and s1 < p >.. We shall show that then 
(3.36) 
If ~3.36) were not true then a subsequence {slJ would exist such that 
U>.(t>.(sL V>.), sL V>.) = sl,.+1 V>., n = 1, 2, .... 
The limiting process by using Lemma 3.1 and Consequence 3.1 would give U>.(t>.(s1 V>.), s1 V>.) = 
.S1 V>., S1 < e>.. This is impossible by the definition of e>. and (3.36) is proved. Particularly, { s~} 
is infinite. It follows that there exist subsequences sL -+ s2, sL -+ s2 such that 
U >.( t>. ( s~ V>.), s~ Vi.) = sL V>., U >.( t>.( sL V>.), sL V>.) = s~ V>. for all n ~ no. 
The limiting process gives 
U>.(t>.(s1 V>.), s1 V>.) = s2 V>., U>.(t>.(s2 V>.), s2 V>.) = s1 V>., 
that means 
U>.(ti(s1 V>.), s1 V>.) = s1 V>., s1 E (0, P>.)· 
This contradicts the definition of P>. and the first equality in (3.33) is proved. The second one 
can be proved analogously. 
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Remark 3.6. We obtained P>. = T>., T>. = P>. in all cases precisely discussed in the proof of 
Theorem 1.2. But this is notclear if for instance IU>.(t>.(roV>.),rV>.)I E (p>.,P>.) for some ro E 
(0, P>.) U (0, P>.)· (We did not need study this situation precisely for the proof of The~rem 1.2.) 
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